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A General Outline for Writing Competitive National Science Foundation Broader Impacts   
Narratives for Primary Investigator/Co Investigator (PI/CoPI) Proposals 

 

 

Preface:   
There are many types of proposals that can be submitted to the National Science Foundation (NSF). This 
outline is a way to help guide one in the writing of NSF individual research proposals or research proposals 
with a Co-PI. For other types of proposals such as center, multi-state, multi institution, large multi-
collaborative proposals, and the NSF CAREER proposal, please contact your local Impact Professional or “The 
Broader Impacts Guy” to provide more direction concerning these more involved proposal types. According to 
NSF, there are three ways which broader impacts (BI) may be accomplished. NSF BI may be accomplished 
through the: 

 

I. the research itself, 
II. activities that are directly related to specific research projects 
III. activities that are supported by, but are complementary to the project. 

 

The outline on how to structure the BI narrative section of your NSF proposal applies more towards items II 
and III. While this outline can be used for item I there are some modifications that would be needed. Please 
contact the respective individual/s if you are seeking advice pertaining to item I. It is also suggested that 
someone be contacted that can help you through the entire BI process. 

 

The BI narrative is not to be taken lightly. Constructing a succinct and easily understood BI narrative is a key to 
making a NSF proposal more competitive. There are five (5) aspects or basic structures of BI and each aspect 
requires a series of steps that should be taken before writing your NSF BI narrative. These five aspects of BI 
are: (1) Professional / BI Identity, (2) Outcomes, (3) BI Outputs, (4) BI Activities, and (5) BI Inputs. Reading 
the BI Lexicon and BI, Logic Models (LMs), and Evaluation sections of thebroaderimpactsguy.com website can 
help one understanding more about each of the five (5) aspects of BI.  

 

Even though developing aspect (1) Professional / BI Identity is the most critical aspect to being successful 
when it comes to BI, if one is just starting to write a NSF proposal and it is due very soon, start with number (2) 
Outcomes. Most will start with BI activities and that is a mistake. The BI activities help one to accomplish the 
intended outcomes. Therefore, situating the NSF BI narrative in the context of what outcomes will be achieved 
is critical to successfully writing a BI narrative. To start, the easiest way to contextualize the outcomes is to 
have them fit into one to three of these areas: 
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1. Full participation of women, persons with disabilities, and underrepresented minorities in STEM 
(specifically African Americans, Hispanics, Native Americans, Alaska Natives, and Pacific Islanders) 

2. Improved STEM education and educator development at any level 

3. Increased public scientific literacy and public engagement with science and technology 

4. Improved well-being of individuals in society 

5. Development of a diverse, globally competitive STEM workforce 

6. Increased partnerships between academia, industry, and others 

7. Improved national security 

8. Increased economic competitiveness of the United States 

9. Enhanced infrastructure for research and education  

 
 

The above nine areas are made to be relatively general on purpose as not to be prescriptive. These nine areas 
can typically encompass any societal centric beneficial engaged outcome (SCBEO) that is desired to be 
achieved through the NSF proposed research. Once the outcomes are determined, writing the rest of the BI 
narrative in a way that supports how these outcomes will be achieved, determined, and supported becomes 
easier to accomplish. The next section provides a basic outline for writing the NSF BI narrative.  

 

 

 

 

Note: This is a living document developed for the academic community by “The Broader Impacts Guy” to be used as a guide for 
writing and formatting PI/CoPI NSF BI narratives. This document is subject to changes, updates, and modifications to improve 
clarity, readability, understanding, and account for new developments happening in the proposal, agency and foundation, 
impact, and broader impact spaces. Any errors, typos, syntax, or grammar mistakes, suggestions, etc., please let the author 
know so he can either add, modify, or correct accordingly.  
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Outline for Writing Basic PI/CoPI NSF BI Narratives 
There are four steps with two examples per step (except for step 1) reflecting different formats that 

could be used when writing a National Science Foundation PI/CoPI proposal. These two different writing 
formats were selected because they are used frequently. 

 

1. First, provide section number # and then title of section called Broader Impacts [NSF 20-1 guidelines 
require that there be a broader impacts section entitled “Broader Impacts”].  
 
 
Example:  
4. Broader Impacts 
 
 
 

2. Second, provide a paragraph that provides what societal beneficial outcomes will come out of this 
research. [Whatever outcomes are stated in this paragraph will become subsequent headings in the 
narrative that then will be described and measured. No more than five to eight sentences for this section 
and depending on what outcomes are provided in this section, one to five references might be needed. 
This section could also be used to briefly mention how this fits into who you are, i.e. – how this is part of 
the legacy that you want to leave or the “living legacy” you aim to achieve? Two examples of ways to 
write a BI section are provided below. On occasion these two example styles can also be combined]. 
 
 
Example 1: 

4. Broader Impacts 

The benefit of the proposed research benefits a university community, local community, state 
community, regional community, and the national community [Pick whichever community/ies works 
best, there are at least 5 general types of communities]. This is accomplished specifically by [As 
mentioned earlier each one of your outcomes stated here will become the headings for the next 
section and remember to contextualize outcomes with the NSF BI 1-9 stated in the preface above]….. 
[End with] Additionally the broader impacts (BI) activities and resulting societal beneficial outcomes of 
this research fit within our BI institutional infrastructure [Briefly describe this infrastructure].  
 
[If “The Broader Impacts Guy” is on retainer at your institution and/or serves as your BI or Impact 
Representative or Specialist/Consultant feel free to write-in this additional language…] This 
infrastructure is guided by the Broader Impacts Conceptual Framework (BICF) facilitated through our 
institutional infrastructure BI support system. This infrastructure support system and framework are 
specifically designed and situated to help faculty develop, accomplish, and evaluate high - quality BI. 
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Example 2: 

4.  Broader Impacts 

4.1 The broader impacts of this research helps to [Each one of your outcomes stated here will become the 
headings for the next section]. The data show that… (references). [End with] Based off these best 
practices, I have begun to develop and engage in these activities below.  

 

3. Third, provide heading or subheadings as deemed appropriate. [A heading and/or subheading equals a 
section. Two to three sections are standard with four sections being the maximum. On occasion five may 
be needed, but these should be quality sections, so quality outweighs quantity. There can however be 
multiple activities and outcomes that happen in a section. These sections should describe in detail what 
you have done, doing, and/or are planning to do. These sections to some degree should show how what 
is being done fits and is supported by your institutional infrastructure. Each section should provide at 
least one or two sentences on how you plan to evaluate the BI activities to achieve the desired 
outcomes. Two examples are provided below that build on the previously given Examples 1 and 2].  
 
 
Example 1: 
 
4. Broader Impacts  
The benefit of the proposed research benefits a university community, local community, state 
community, regional community, and the national community [Pick whichever community/ies works 
best, there are at least 5 general communities]. This is accomplished specifically by [for example 
broadening participation by improving undergraduate education, the next outcome workforce, and so 
forth communicate my science]….. [End with] Additionally the broader impacts (BI) activities and 
resulting societal beneficial outcomes of this research fit within our BI institutional infrastructure. [If I am 
on retainer at your institution and serve as your BI or Impact Representative or Specialist or 
Consultant feel free to write-in this additional language…] This infrastructure is guided by the Broader 
Impacts Conceptual Framework (BICF) facilitated through our institutional infrastructure BI support 
system. This infrastructure support system and framework are specifically designed and situated to help 
faculty develop, accomplish, and evaluate high- quality BI. 
 
4.1. Broadening Participation and Improved Undergraduate Education through Research 
It is commonly known that creating pathways and mentoring women and underrepresented minorities in 
STEM is important. The data shows….  
[End with] Assessment: These students will be assessed through… 
 
4.2. The Next Outcome Workforce, This Would be the Next Section 
University of… is an ideal place for nurturing the future work force due to several available programs… 
[End with] Assessment: Analytics will be used to… 
 
4.3. And So Forth Communicate My Science, This Would be the Next Section  
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I will communicate my science using online tools that enable me not only to reach my students but also 
enable me to reach individuals throughout the nation…. 
[End with] Assessment: To determine if this is… 
 
 
 
Example 2: 
 
4. Broader Impacts  
4.1 The broader impacts of this research helps to [broadening participation by improving undergraduate 
education, the next outcome workforce, and so forth]. The data show that… (references). [End with] 
Based off these best practices, I have begun to develop and engage in these activities below.  
 
4.1.1 Broadening Participation and Improved Undergraduate Education through Research: It is 
commonly known that creating pathways and mentoring women and underrepresented minorities in 
STEM is important. The data shows…. [End with] Evaluation:  In order to determine how effective I am at 
helping…   
 
4.1.1b. Developing a STEM Workforce through Broadening Participation: [This can be done if there are 
multiple outcome and activities that fit under one major outcome]. [End with] Evaluation: To determine 
if this benefits women to join a STEM industrial workforce…. 
 
4.1.2. The Next Outcome Workforce, This Would be the Next Section: University of… is an ideal place for 
nurturing the future work force due to several available programs… [End with] Evaluation: Analytics will 
be used to… 
 
4.1.3. And So Forth Communicate My Science, This Would be the Next Section: I will communicate my 
science using online tools that enable me not only to reach my students but also enable me to reach 
individuals throughout the nation…. [End with] Evaluation: To determine if this is… 
 
 
 
 

4. Provide your own and/or Co-PI broader impact data if you are working with a PI who has received past 
NSF funding. [If past NSF funding has been awarded, past NSF broader impacts data must be reported]. 
 
 
 
 
CONTACT INFORMATION: 
Michael Thompson, PhD “The Broader Impacts Guy” 
Email: info@research-impact-enterprises.com  
Website: thebroaderimpactsguy.com  
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